
“Banking on Bitcoin” Film to Hit Theatres on January 6, 2017 Accompanied by
VOD Release

Description

Posted by Larry Gleeson

December 28, 2016, California, USA – “Banking on Bitcoin” a feature film on Bitcoin, its history and
future is set to be released on January 6, 2017. Produced by Gravitas Ventures, the film will be
launched at select theatres and will also be made available on VOD.

The “Banking on Bitcoin” film covers the most disruptive digital invention since the Internet. It follows
the ideological battle underway between fringe utopists and mainstream capitalism. An in-depth
coverage of key players in the space including Charlie Shrem, Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss, Barry
Silbert, Erik Voorhees, Nathanial Popper, Alex Winter and more gives an insight into how they think
this revolutionary cryptocurrency technology will shape our lives.

Writer/Director David Guy
Levy (Photo via LinkedIn)

“Our production has excelled in more ways than we could ever have anticipated,” Said David Guy
Levy. He added, “With the material we’ve managed to produce, and the interviews we’ve procured, we
hope that the audience will find the final piece as engaging and thought-provoking as we do,”
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Bitcoin is one of the controversial creations of technology that is set to change the world. Its early
pioneers sought to blur the lines of sovereignty and the financial status quo that has been around for
ages. After years of underground development, Bitcoin grabbed the attention of curious public — as
well as the ire of the regulators the technology had subverted. Yet after landmark arrests of prominent
cybercriminals. Bitcoin, which surged on election night and recently peaked at over $900 per BTC, still
faces its most severe adversary; the very banks it was built to destroy.

Considering the subject of film and the personalities featured in it, the film’s director is available for an
interview by media houses and publications to clarify the vision and purpose behind the making of
“Banking on Bitcoin”. The production team is also willing to entertain requests for an interview with the
Winklevoss twins. The “Banking on Bitcoin” film’s trailers can be watched on Gravitas Ventures’ 
YouTube channel and the film us already available to pre-order on iTunes.

About Gravitas Ventures

Gravitas Ventures is a leading all rights distributor of independent cinema. Founded in 2006, Gravitas
connects independent filmmakers and producers with distribution opportunities across the globe.
Working with more than 500 content partners, Gravitas Ventures has distributed thousands of films into
over 100 million homes. Their most recent releases include Jonathan Hock’s “Fastball,” Colin Hanks’
“All Things Must Pass,” “Being Evel” from Academy Award® winning director Daniel Junge and
producer Johnny Knoxville, “Backstreet Boys: Show ‘Em What You’re Made Of,” director Adam
Nimoy’s documentary, “For The Love of Spock,” Richard Branson’s harrowing tale, “Don’t Look Down,”
and Katie Holmes’s feature directorial debut, “All We Had.”

For more information, please visit gravitasventures.com, follow @GravitasVOD on Twitter and
@gravitasventures on Instagram.

Learn more about Banking on Bitcoin at https://www.facebook.com/bankingonbitcoin/

Learn more about Gravitas Ventures at – http://gravitasventures.com/

Watch the Banking on Bitcoin trailer at – 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmxqlSevtkQ&feature=youtu.be
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Pre-order Banking on Bitcoin on iTunes – http://apple.co/2flUlDz

Media Contact

Contact Name: Melissa Perez

Contact Email: melissa@gravitasventures.com

Contact Phone: 3102662872

Location: California, USA

Gravitas Ventures is the source of this content. Virtual currency is not legal tender, is not backed by the 
government, and accounts and value balances are not subject to consumer protections. This press 
release is for informational purposes only. The information does not constitute investment advice or an 
offer to invest.
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